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Introduction. Let G be a locally compact group and Z its center.
We shall be concerned with the class [Z] of all locally compact groups
G such that G/Z is compact. In studying [Z]-groups the chief goal
we have in mind is to obtain a natural generalization of the theory of
compact groups and that of locally compact abelian groups broad
enough to be nontrivial and which enables one to extend virtually all
the important results pertaining to the aforementioned theories; this
is done for the structure and representation theory. (For the latter
see "Representation Theory of Central Topological Groups," p. 831
of this Bulletin).
1. Extension theorems. An interesting and useful feature of [Z]groups is the extendibility of certain vector-valued homomorphisms
defined on subgroups to crossed homomorphisms on the whole group.
Let G be a locally compact group, p a continuous finite-dimensional
real representation of G on V and N a closed normal subgroup of G.
As usual, a continuous function \J/: G—>V is called a crossed homomorphism if Mgig2)=p(gi)(^(g2))+^(gi), for all gi, g2 in G, and a
continuous function 4>: N—+V is called G-invariant if <l>{g)(p(x))
=<£(gX|T"1)> for all x in N, g in G.
T H E O R E M 1.1. Let G, N, p, V be as above and suppose G £ [Z]. If
p is a G-invariant homomorphism on N mapping into VN> the N-fixed
part of V, and either N or Z is open in G then <j> extends to a crossed
homomorphism xj/ on G.

The proof of this theorem makes use of the extendibility of continuous vector-valued homomorphisms defined on subgroups of
locally compact abelian groups as well as the following well-known
lemma due to P. Cartier [ l ] , [5].
LEMMA 1.2. Let G, N, p, V be as above. If G/N is compact and <j> is
a G-invariant homomorphism on N taking values in VN then <j> extends
to a crossed homomorphism $ : G—> V.
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With the same methods one proves the following theorem.
T H E O R E M 1.3 (1) Let G, N, p, V be as above and suppose G £ [Z]. If
NQZ(G) and <j>: N—>V is a G-invariant homomorphism then <f> extends
to a crossed homomorphism \p on G.
(2) Let G y N, V be as above and suppose G(E [Z]. If N is abelian and
<f>: N—>V is a continuous homomorphism satisfying<A(gXg-1) =cj>(x) for
all x in N and g in G, then </> extends to a continuous homomorphism
\p on G.
COROLLARY. If N is a subgroup of Z(G), where GE.[Z] and <j> : N—> V
is a continuous homomorphism then <fi extends to a continuous homomop
phism \p on G.

In contrast to the case where G is abelian, in general it is not possible to prove extension theorems analogous to the above corollary if
the range of <j> is not a vector group but a torus.
These extension theorems yield a direct estimate of the rank of the
fundamental group of an analytic [Z]-group. This allows one to
answer a question raised by P. Smith [18].
2. Structure theorems. We utilize the following terminology: 21
denotes the group of all topological group automorphisms of the
locally compact group G. (As is well-known, in the compact-open
topology, 21 is not, in general, a topological group; a finer topology
must be employed ([o], [5])). The group 3 of inner automorphisms
of G is a normal, b u t not necessarily closed, subgroup of 21. If S3 is
any subgroup of 21 we say that G has small 33-invariant neighborhoods
of the identity if every neighborhood of 1 in G contains a 58-in va riant
neighborhood of 1. If 33 = 3 , we simply say that G has small invariant
neighborhoods of 1. The class of such groups will be denoted by
[SIN]; they were first studied by G. Mostow [l3] and K. Iwasawa

[7]For a study of the relationship between [Z]-groups and [SIN]groups as well as for other purposes the following theorem is of importance.
T H E O R E M 2.1. (ASCOLI T H E O R E M FOR AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS). A

subgroup 33 of 21 has compact closure if and only if G has small 33invariant neighborhoods of 1 and the $8-orbits of points of G have compact closure.
The statement of the theorem points up the relevance of the generalization introduced above of the notion of small invariant neighborhoods of 1.
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Closely related with [Z] is the class [i?I^4]'~ of groups G with the
property that 3 has compact closure in 31; this was introduced by
R. Godement [3], The three classes are related, as follows.
T H E O R E M 2.2. (1) If GE [Z] then G£ [SIN] and $(x), the S-orbit
of x, is compact y for every x in G.

(2) GE[FIA]for every x in G.

if and only if G<E[SIN] and (3f(x))~ is compact,

The main structural result is
T H E O R E M 2.3 (STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR [Z]-GROUPS). If

G£[Z]

then G = VXH (direct product) where Vis a vector group and H contains
a compact open normal subgroup.
This generalizes the classical structure theorem for locally compact
abelian groups [19]. The proof proceeds by considering, successively,
analytic groups (Lie algebra theory), connected groups (Yamabe's
approximation theorem [2] and the theorem of Freudenthal-Weil
[19], [5], groups with compact component group (Iwasawa's theorem on the automorphism group of a compact group), general [Z]groups (the extension theorems stated above). In the case of connected G the structure theorem is also an immediate consequence of
facts concerning representations of [Z]-groups and the theorem of
Freudenthal-Weil.
The following corollary of the theorem constitutes a complete generalization of a well-known theorem of discrete group theory [14].
COROLLARY 1. If G G [Z] then the closure of the commutator subgroup
of G is compact.
COROLLARY

2. A normal vector subgroup of a [Z]-group is a direct

factor.
Another consequence of the structure theorem together with facts
mentioned above is
THEOREM

2.4. If GÇz[Z] then G is a projective limit of Lie groups.

With the help of these theorems and related facts it is possible to
clarify the relationships between [Z], [FIA}~, [SIN], and [FD]~9
the latter class consisting of locally compact groups G such that the
closure of the commutator subgroup of G is compact. The results of
this section together with [13] and [7] may be regarded as the clarification called for by A. Weil of the complex of questions raised on
page 129 of [19].
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3. Applications of the structure theorem. One of the more notable
of these is the following. Denote by P the set of periodic elements of
G, i.e., the elements of G that belong to compact subgroups.
3.1. If G G [Z] then:
(1) P is a closed characteristic subgroup of G which contains every
compact subgroup.
(2) P consists of those elements x of G which belong to compact normal
subgroups.
(3) G/P has no periodic elements {except the identity) ; in fact, G/P
= VXD (direct product) where V is a vector group and D is a discrete
torsionfree abelian group.
THEOREM

With the help of this theorem as well as Pontrjagin Duality a criterion can be given for a [Z]-group to have a (unique) maximum compact subgroup. For compactly generated [Z]-groups these results
specialize to quite precise statements about their structure. Finally,
the notion of division closure of subgroups of a discrete group can be
generalized to topological groups and all the desirable properties of
the division closure can be established, mainly with the help of Theorem 3.1. This gives rise to a closure operation in the sense of lattice
theory on the power set of any [Z]-group.
The authors would like to express warmest thanks to Professor
G. P. Hochschild for his careful criticism of the results and his generous help in the preparation of this paper.
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